
 
 

Emerging Trends from Instructional Recovery  Planning 1

Workshops 
 

 
In the summer of 2020, the system advising team at the Achievement Network supported 55 districts 
across 6 states with instructional recovery planning. In these instructional recovery workshops we 
supported cross functional groups of district leadership teams in defining their priorities and 
accompanying academic strategy for the 2020 school year to specifically address  disruptions due to 
COVID-19.  
 
There are some trends emerging regarding what systems are prioritizing and what they will need to be 
successful at instructional recovery in SY 20-21.  
 

1) Schools are opening under circumstances that 
could not have been imagined at the beginning 
of 2020. For this reason, effective progress 
monitoring of new initiatives will be essential for 
success this year and beyond - and districts will 
need support in collecting, analyzing, reflecting 
and taking action on this data. By “progress 
monitoring” we mean the use of data at regular 
intervals to reflect and adjust recovery plans. 
Progress monitoring is emphasized in the 
CCSSO guidance and will be a big part of the recovery work needed in this school year. 

1 ANet is on a continuous journey to be an anti-racist organization, and in that, we continuously audit the use of our language and 
vocabulary, including the use of the word "recovery" in our instructional leadership materials, which may breach new norms that 
are evolving and emerging in our communities everyday. As we continue to listen and learn from our most marginalized and 
underserved communities be assured that our language, vocabulary and practices will change and reflect our growth as an 
organization.  



The items listed below were identified by districts as top priorities, but in most cases they do not 

have what they need to progress monitor these activities or outcomes: 

● Students have a relationship with a caring adult. 
● Students feel a connection to school and community. 
● Students have universal access to grade level content.  
● Teachers use formative assessments to understand student needs.  
● Teachers focus on actionable student level data to address unfinished learning. 
● District and school leaders prioritize improved communication structures. 

 
2) There is considerable variance by state when it comes to assessment practices. Many are falling 

back on the use of large scale diagnostics and benchmarks outside of the curriculum rather than 
formative assessments close to instruction. 
 

3) School leaders need specific help and 
planning guidance on how to integrate SEL and 
academics. While leaders recognize the 
importance of prioritizing student social and 
emotional needs, they have not found ways to 
integrate SEL and academics, compromising the 
effectiveness of both pursuits. 
 

4) There is a need for new communications 
structures and support. Districts have historically struggled to engage stakeholders and 
communicate clearly, and in the coming year, doing this effectively will be doubly important. 
Across our sample, districts prioritized trying to communicate clearly to their community, but 
were less focused on opening up equitable feedback channels (such as two-way communication 
that enabled them to listen to and learn from historically marginalized groups). Helping districts 
effectively communicate, listen and respond to stakeholders is one key lever for reinvention for 
the upcoming school year.  

 

Given these trends, ANet has developed a number of supports: 
 

 
1. Our Instructional Recovery Planning Template is built to help leaders to set clear outcomes and 

articulate the change they want to see as a result of their work.  The ability to set clear goals and 
measurement systems for them is especially important the further you get away from classrooms.  
 

2. Once districts have developed their recovery plans (see #1 above), we work to  help  leaders be 
watchful of common distractions to their strategy. Two specific examples are:    

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c273BKuIJStMCZD3OprQrLXEYemBtG2zJHS1_HCt64c/edit?usp=sharing


● “Just in case” vs. “just in time” intervention - “Just in case” intervention gives a diagnostic 
and then sorts kids into categories (i.e., red, yellow, green) and then gives the lowest 
group a long review of prior grade content. This is not consistent with effective 
instructional recovery. The intervention more consistent with recovery is “just in time” 
intervention that is based on data from formative assessments that tell us what kids need 
in real time and weaves in the content  they need along the way to increase access to 
grade level content.   

 
● Temperature check vs blood test - Screeners are the temperature checks of assessment 

systems.  They give you a norm-referenced percentile and a point-in-time piece of data. 
But they don’t tell you what will help the kid get better.  The alternative to this 
“temperature check” is the assessment equivalent of the “blood test.” Shorter cycle 
formative assessments that enable teachers to be more responsive to students’ needs and 
provide “time of need” data to make targeted decisions when shifting between virtual and 
in-person instructional delivery models. The primary goal of assessments and data should 
be to identify students’ needs expediently and provide them with the targeted support 
they need. 

 
In general, leaders should stay focused on academic strategy choices that bring their approach 
in-line with recommendations from organizations like CCSSO, Chiefs for Change, SAP and ANet. 
These organizations consistently recommend that districts  prioritize instructional data and the 
alignment between curriculum and assessments. Instructional materials cannot live separate from 
assessment and planning practices must force integration between the two. Relevant resources 
available from ANet include our 3 Principles for Assessments During Instructional Recovery and 
Beyond, our Assessment Planning Checklist and our Four Dimensions of Instructional Materials 
that Put Students First (and its related Leader Reflection Tool). 
 

3. Districts need to bring SEL and academics together in their planning. Each team should see 
themselves in the other team’s work so 
there is coherence in district initiatives. 
ANet’s recent paper on SEL can help 
districts  understand the intersection 
between SEL and Academics so that 
these two areas of work do not remain 
inauthentically siloed.  

 
4. In our implementation work with 

partners we have found that 
communication is not always a focus of 
district’s implementation efforts which 
often focus more on technical aspects or professional learning. Additionally, when districts do 
attend to communication it can often be more about pushing messages out as opposed to two-way 
communication which provides opportunities to elevate stakeholder voice. Now more than ever - 

http://go.achievementnetwork.org/rs/731-WJI-089/images/ANet-Guidance-3-Principles-for-Assessment-During-Instructional-Recovery-and-Beyond.pdf
http://go.achievementnetwork.org/rs/731-WJI-089/images/ANet-Guidance-3-Principles-for-Assessment-During-Instructional-Recovery-and-Beyond.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M4RR7kAayucS7qI-a-0WTDBNtxVAfLIvbRmJC_yFn2I/edit
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5321dc4ae4b0c72ad0ceedfe/t/5ef4c11342e89335903eca50/1593098517719/4+Dimensions+for+Instructional+Materials.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5321dc4ae4b0c72ad0ceedfe/t/5ef4c11342e89335903eca50/1593098517719/4+Dimensions+for+Instructional+Materials.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uzlFfB0kjvHBdzn0ov07nySrma0wVUtwb2CUqo7XahQ/edit?ts=5ef2137f
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5321dc4ae4b0c72ad0ceedfe/t/5ef4abb7e178f32193ad5725/1593093048415/Equity%2C+Academics%2C+and+Social-Emotional+Learning.pdf


districts need to expand the way they think about communication so that it  gives voice to 
populations that have historically been marginalized. This particular practice is also one way 
districts can move their systems in the direction of more anti-racist practices.  Below are 2 
anti-racist communication standards that ANet uses to guide our work externally with partners 
and that may also be helpful at this time.  Here is a link to our anti-racist commitments. 

4.5. To empower people from marginalized populations, programs work to ensure (1) that 
people of color have greater levels of control over their own lives; (2) that local leadership is 
encouraged and developed; and (3) that the most important issues of the local community are 
given priority. 

5.6. Our organization proactively works to include People of Color in the development of its 
communication approach. 

 
Informed by our partnership with 130 districts around academic strategy, our targeted work with 55 
districts supporting recovery planning as well as the great tools and resources developed by CCSSO, ANet 
has just released a District Restart & Recovery Template to address many of the trends discussed above. 
Leaders with strong instructional recovery plans, as well as those who haven’t started the planning 
process, can use this tool to:  establish a northstar for recovery efforts; monitor progress towards that 
northstar; and, ultimately, reflect and adjust  based on meaningful analysis of data--all with specific 
attention to communication and professional learning plans.   
 

System Support Beyond 2020 
 

The needs of  districts described here are in many ways familiar challenges that are manifesting urgency 
during this period of instructional recovery. As a result, the priorities and types of supports identified will 
likely continue beyond the 20-21 school year. There will continue to be learning loss to mitigate and 
uncertainty to navigate as systems attempt to normalize how to best educate kids under these conditions. 
Perhaps this year is an opportunity to build a sustainable muscle for district leaders that will improve the 
way they strategically plan, progress monitor and adjust as well as communicate longer term so our 
systems are better designed to serve our kids.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RGX_BbzYee20XoCvq3oqDG2q_0coLWje6OvRA8LlyV0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Om1s0iY3gcyEdUl7we8ebTcD0N86dZmXnmZ0ieHHsM4/edit#heading=h.5h9q4tnw9jlh

